Identification of discriminatory variables in proteomics data analysis by clustering of variables.
This article presents a data analysis method for biomarker discovery in proteomics data analysis. In factor analysis-based discriminate models, the latent variables (LV's) are calculated from the response data measured at all employed instrument channels. Since some channels are irrelevant and their responses do not possess useful information, the extracted LV's possess mixed information from both useful and irrelevant channels. In this work, clustering of variables (CLoVA) based on unsupervised pattern recognition is suggested as an efficient method to identify the most informative spectral region and then it is used to construct a more predictive multivariate classification model. In the suggested method, the instrument channels (m/z value) are clustered into different clusters via self-organization map. Subsequently, the spectral data of each cluster are separately used as the input variables of classification methods such as partial least square-discriminate analysis (PLS-DA) and extended canonical variate analysis (ECVA). The proposed method is evaluated by the analysis of two experimental data sets (ovarian and prostate cancer data set). It is found that our proposed method is able to detect cancerous from healthy samples with much higher sensitivity and selectivity than conventional PLS-DA and ECVA methods.